EDUCATIONAL EXPEDITION FOR COMPETITION WINNERS
LEADERSHIP FESTIVAL BERLIN
How can we be good and do good?
Every second year we announce a competition for students, so we did this year too.
This time they had to make a guide for foreigners coming to Wrocław to study. “Let’s
get to know each other: our city, our school and our culture” was the slogan of this
year’s competition.
The event took place from Thursday, October 3 at 3pm till Saturday, October 5 at
5pm.
VALUES
LSF values are strongly resonating with WrOpenUp core ideas. One of the main
aspect and central topic of LSF is diversity.
EMERGENCE
ABUNDANCE
HUMILITY
LOVE AND JOY
RESILIENCE
DIVERSITY
We went through 4 days intensive program shaped into U concept

DAY 1: 3.10. 2019 r. arriving in Berlin. Registration and official opening,
BUFA
Opening and welcoming, defining leadership, what we are asking from LSF19 and
what we can offer each other. Connecting the generations in the room, the
generations before us and the generations ones to come. Celebration around the fire.
DAY 2: 4.10.2019 r. festival session all day long
START 3PM
START 9AM
Papers' Speakers present their experiences & findings in New Leadership
(presentation). Expect to hear what’s working and what has failed, engage with new
language and tools, and develop relationships with like-minded leaders.
We engage what our work in the world is NOW and explore how to bridge the old
paradigm with the new. As we leave the old behind and as we step into the new - how
will the old die a beautiful and honoured death? How do we witness the new
emerging? How do we hold our bodies, spirits, minds and hearts as we step into the
future
DAY 3: 5.10.2019 festival session day 2
START 9AM
MORNING 8AM: We break our fast together on Saturday morning, starting with a
date, as they do in the Sahara desert. After our daily practices we have a breakfast at
a long table. We share what the night has revealed and what it means to us on
individual, team and collective level.
We challenge existing power dynamics by learning with each other how to be strong
allies in the world.

AFTERNOON: We decide what holds value and what makes sense. Connecting
ecosystems and industries in the room & connecting across ecosystems, we form
claims we want to send out into the world and claims we want to commit to. We craft
scenarios, that would let us test the New right when we get back home. We explore
how what happened here translates onto operations. We prepare to get back with a
communication & action plan.

DAY 4: 6.10.2019 tour around Berlin, leaving for Wrocław
We will go out into the fields, connect with teachings of nature. Listen to its rhythms &
observe its patterns. Here the links between local and regional issues in connection with
global challenges become clear. The University of the United Nations has recognised this

location as the regional competence center for education for sustainable development.
The aim has been to act on the interface between theory and practice. The projects,
which focus on the village of Rothenklempenow, offer a practice-oriented research and
test space with an environment of actors of a diverse backgrounds and attitudes to land
use.

●

Laura (15 years) in an e-mail after coming home

Thank you for the opportunity to take part in the BUFA Berlin 2019 Leadership
Festival
For the first time in my life I experienced something like this.
I had to break my barriers, speaking English and share my thoughts with completely
strangers - with the necessity of experience it was unusual and different.
During discussions about topics really interested me, I opened a little - not only to
the language, but also to myself and my reflections.
I was surprised that at the end of the festival I automatically wanted to use English,
whether spoken or written.

